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College Instructor Evaluation of Student Social Learning Outcomes
Touchstones Discussion Project
Students assumed different roles with the
group.

3.0

(0=no success, 1=some success, 2=very successful, 3=completely successful)

Instructor Evaluation of Program Success

Students assumed leadership roles within the
group.
Students became aware of the dynamics of a
group discussion.

2.5

Students came to have a sense of ownership of
the discussion process.
Students devised creative solutions to problems
regarding group dynamics.
Students improved their ability to articulate
their thoughts in speech.

2.0

Students improved their ability to interpret and
analyze many different types of texts.
Students improved their listening skills.

1.5

Students improved their reading
comprehension.
Students increased their critical thinking skills.
Students increased their willingness to work
with all members of the class.

1.0

Students increasingly supported their opinions
with the text or other evidence.
Students learned habits of group problemsolving.

0.5

Students learned to listen more attentively to
their classmates.
Students learned to speak directly to one
another, rather than through the teacher.
Students took more responsibility for the
discussion over time.

0.0
Social Learning Skills

Students were more cooperative with one
another.

In 2006, Touchstones Discussion Project surveyed college environments that included community colleges, four-year state universities, and an
honors college within a four-year state university to gauge outcomes from Touchstones programming in their classrooms. The instructors were
asked to rate student progress on a range of skills, using a scale from 0 to 3. The instructors had used the following Touchstones materials in their
courses: Touchstones I, Touchstones SAT Preparation for Critical Reading, Where’d They Get that Idea?, and Mapping the Future. The data
compiled are depicted above. The surveyed instructors felt their students’ greatest gains were in critical thinking and in taking greater
responsibility and ownership of the discussion process, which indicates growth in engagement and cooperation.
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